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Abstract

puddlefist
By Dylan Ahern, MFA
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Fine Arts, Sculpture + Extended Media at Virginia Commonwealth University. Virginia Commonwealth University, 2022.
Thesis Reader: Corin Hewitt
Committee Advisors: Corin Hewitt, Massa Lemu, Kendall Buster

This written thesis focuses on my MFA thesis exhibition, Puddlefist. It begins with an introduction to both the artworks and my artistic approach, then discusses the text Transcendental Black Metal by Hunter Hunt-Hendrix, which serves as a larger reference point for the work. The latter part of this written thesis is a narrative influenced by the convergence of the sculptures that comprise the exhibition. I consider it a form of endurance writing that exercises motifs of noise, mantra, and monotony. In the section entitled Puc and Yellow, NPC (non-playable character) dialogue from the video game Fallout: New Vegas is transcribed and reformatted. In the section entitled Curl, lyrical content is transcribed and reformatted from songs of two different authors. They are: “2021” by A.G. Cook, and Pica by GRAK. All appropriated content is not my own and used only for artistic purposes.


_Puddledfist_ is an exhibition of ten discrete sculptures occupying the floor and walls of the Anderson's Sponge Room. The room contains a yellow and gray checkered floor, four large windows and four walls, one of which is painted a pale pink while the others remain white. The room is lit with natural lighting.

The sculptures I’ve introduced to the room (and to one another) were all made within a time frame of roughly two months. They are an assembly of both found and handcrafted objects that recede into a world of their own. A deep-fried sleeping bag and a large clay head act as characters traversing a landscape comprising the rooms’ checkered floor, a wash of natural light, a table and a pool of black viscous syrup. There’s a creature’s scalp filled with meat, crusted sheets and a blunt weapon occupying the periphery of the room and demarcating the perimeter in which this journey takes place.

I consider the narrative in the latter part of this thesis to be a reflection on _Transcendental Black Metal_, written by Hunter Hunt-Hendrix. Hunt-Hendrix declares a shift from traditional (Hyperborean) black metal to a new, American (transcendental) black metal through both spiritual and technical reimagining. The blast beat, relentless, endless, and atrophic, is revitalized as the burst beat. It’s no longer metronomic but a flurry, a hypertrophic rising and setting. Purity is challenged by penultimacy, claiming that any notion of what is pure, total and complete is false.

“Transcendental black metal sacralizes the penultimate moment, the ‘almost’ or the ‘not yet’ because it has been found that there is nothing after the penultimate moment. The penultimate moment is the final moment, and it takes place at every moment. The fabric of existence is open. There is nothing that is complete; there is nothing that is pure.” (Hunt-Hendrix 63).

The narrative for _Puddledfist_, is written from the perspective of a character called Apostate, inspired by my sculpture of a dog head with the same name. This narrative eludes a specific time and physical setting, but imagines a world as a “Dark Room”, a place that’s governed by shame, self-doubt and blind faith. Apostate traverses this landscape with a conviction to eventually arrive at some ultimate and ecstatic end. The title, _Apostate_, was chosen for the sculpture/character while having already known its fate; a complete loss of its faith and descent into an agonizing and forced meditation.

Apostate is now viewed as a relic, something that has met its end. Death, however, is not the end. Death always brings new life in a series of becomings. Flesh starts to rot, colors change, liquids leak, animals feast. There’s a profound dynamism in the transition from life to death and a flurry of chaotic convergences. This dynamism is not present in Apostate's death. Instead, Apostate is lost in stasis, a spiritual death. Stasis is the absence of dynamism and periodicity. In her writing about the blast beat, Hunt-Hendrix states:
“The technique of Hyperborean Black Metal is the blast beat. Pure black metal, represented by Transilvanian Hunger, means continuous open strumming and a continuous blast beat. But the pure blast beat is eternity in itself. No articulated figures, no beginning, no end, no pauses, no dynamic range. It is a bird soaring in the air with nowhere to perch even for a moment. What seemed at first to be a great clamor dwindles to an atrophied hum” (57-58).

I consider Hunt-Henrix’s writing on the static nature of the blast beat and fluidity of the burst beat and how this vivid depiction of sound and movement translates materially. My works are fallen limbs, severed from a life-sustaining body. I introduce liquid urethane resin into my sculptures to physically petrify them and eternalize what would otherwise be a fleeting moment.

Bed sheets are often the site of extreme depression. They are sponges for anxious sweat, ruffled and drenched. For the sculpture, *Yellowed*, I chose to monumentalize this convergence in the shape of a crescent moon, now petrified in mid-cycle. Other substances such as clay and salt are also mixed with urethane resin. Clay (earth) is fluid. It’s always becoming something, and it exhibits a state change that we can witness within minutes. Dirt becomes moist and shifts to mud, water becomes vapor and mud returns to dirt. Plastic is alien. The pace of its degradation is impossible to witness in a single lifetime. To introduce these substances to one another is a perverse warping of scale, dilation and range. The suspension of a once fluid cycle is now eternally combative and purgatorial.

Ooze exists as neither a solid or liquid and it would be inaccurate to say it’s in between the two. Its existence lies outside of becoming and exists only as a refusal of becoming. Ooze can and will only ever be itself. The mass of Coca-Cola syrup sprawled on the tiled floor hums only for itself. Its intentions are incomprehensible. There is no struggle and sacrifice to be made. There is no need to jump in a pot of hot oil and exclaim, “I am alive!”.
Apostate
Urethane resin and clay cast
2022
Yellowed (two forms)
Urethane resin, mattress fabric
2022
Pull your teeth up
Urethane resin and clay mixture
2022
Dragged into sunlight
Cast urethane resin, clay residue
2022
Angel
Deep fried sleeping bag
2022
Bloodletters
Spray painted epoxy putty, steel pipes
2022
Installation view of Puddlefist
puddlefist
Dragged into Sunlight


Inscribed sternum decaying. Devotional fleshless pitted. Wrought consume, dredged light piercing forward. Shredded inscription piled plentiful endless pitted. Pitted piled rip. Fallen limbs pierced white cavernous sky. Piled pitted limbs watching unweighted. Piled light untired severed cavernous endless sky untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired unweighted. Forced cavernous pale white headed ripped higher. Fleshless perched ripped together nosed unstirred nose untired. Heavy breath full heavy fell untired pitted felt forward untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired skinned dust breaking forward. Breaking through limbs shattered up through limbs total piles unplentiful carry unblessed forward unplentiful carry. Breaking carried limbs and forward and together and break forward and together to carry untired pierced fallow light breaks forward together forever pierced pitted untired unfallowed light untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired untired unsightless frayed and untired full patterned pitted ready for fallow pierced shredded light white sky heavy fell putrid emergence, make me one great beast heavy enough to be the ground beneath my shredded limbs. Placed shared pitted rot pared heavily left unsocketed. Skin picture of that. Tiny keys plucked white knuckled bodies, full of knuckles clacking asking. Piercing placed shred along sidewalks this cover forgets that stretched plenty piled forged heavily untired cavernous white sky pitted felt total. Trenched backless untired emergence. Single cans lay on threaded hollow skin portrait mode carried heavy feathered pitted skyline. No horizon blankless orange rested pitted. Blankless mug heavy deep circle breaking piled. Wednesdays are for giving. Placed iron wrought, little chin shredded. Backless clamped down higher feathered higher. Higher feathered higher trace few but

Pitted forward pitted hollow forward
Pitted forward pitted hollow forward
Pitted forward pitted hollow forward
Pitted forward pitted shallow
Caked emergence glorious dark pool unbreaking
Fist throated shivering fist wretched blanket faintly
Cancerous familial pester these unshredded temples priced faintly
Ripped pitted plurals untired burial, make me
DRANK. PLASTIC.

I've seen what those creatures do, and I don't know how you trust them.

Don't bother me, please.

I'm glad to see you.

I hope you're doing well, friend!

He was a brave soldier, what could've driven him to despair?

I'm sick of the sob stories you hear around here. If you don't know when to stop gambling, that's no one's fault but your own.

I've seen what those creatures do, and I don't know how you trust them.

I'll get in, win big, get out. Take those winnings back home where they'll do some good!
You hear the losers around here complaining how they lost their shirts? It's pathetic.

Don't bother me, please.

Don't dump your ghoul here; we've already got enough shit around us.

You're not going to cause any problems, right?

You're a model citizen, thank you.

You're a model citizen, thank you.

Good to see a friend of our government.

You're a model citizen, thank you.

Wish I could've seen that dog suffer.

Wish I could've seen you kill yourself for what you did, and fuck the law!
I should kill you myself for what you did, and fuck the law!

I guess those "Kings" finally got who's the real boss around here.

Never seen a guardian dog like that before.

Never seen a guardian dog like that before.

I'm glad to see you.

What the hell's going on in your crazy head?

I don't waste my time with troublemakers.

I'm glad to see you.

What makes you think I give a damn about you?

Word is you're getting popular.

I came east to strike it rich, and now I'm broker than ever. What do I tell my family back home?

I'm glad to see you.
Never seen a guardian dog like that before.

I should make you pay for your crimes!

That's a true friendship, a true place! Lady Luck shines on you.

I don't talk to "nobodies," not when I'm having the time of my life!

You're a model citizen, thank you.

War doesn't forgive anybody, but what did we do to deserve this?

I really have more important things to do, sorry.

I hope you're doing well, friend.

What the hell's going on in your crazy head?

You know it's illegal for us to gamble back home?
What do you want with me?

Uh-oh, back off and leave me alone.

Our victory is a worthy story to tell in my travels.

Good to see a friend of our government.

Your friend seems out of place here.

It's time to pack and leave these lands until the dust settles.

Never seen a guardian dog like that before.

Maybe when this is all over, they'll find time to look after us.
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Picking the pots I pay 'em Yo, yo Here go Here go Clock, Clock, tik tik, Tok Titts ass, lips, and cock Drop the issue now Cut up the day with the front all lopped And squeeze the night out till my eyes see dots This ain’t simple yo! Plenty Plenty Of tears, plenty I'm looking for a patron Someone to fund my days in Someone to fund the crazy Picking the pots I play em All through the night, I cook up Keep your head down, don't look up Spliffs I roll are bible thin Miss me with the shit I don't pull up I barely move anymore Legs, arms, and head, Dick out the front door Can't afford to pass out right now, Not in front of them Not in front of Stuart Please stay up Please get up Please get up Body Body, please, get, up Waddy nose on a cup Dresser, dresser on the roof Dripping knowledge, please pick a, pick a pick a, pick a spot Need a pick me, pick me up Adderall, Pick me up, Cigarettes, Coffee please, pick me up, splay me up Kratom, Please! Pick me up Steroids Please pick me up Xannys please reel it in Mary, please pick me up, Mary, please wave at me Mary, please waaaaaaave at me And I get a red rose in my name That means me and mother from the same placenta That means I'm a work till I can't See or breathe any more, till I'm passed I'm seeing metal shivs seeing red. Sporting red eyes right now high or sad. Maybe both, what's wrong with that 20 hours back to back 110 hours with little, itty, bitty, CRACKS When they tell you gotta live life to make good art This the shit they talmbout Sink or swim, I even know what you on about, this a drought This is a drought. We in a drought, without a doubt.
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